Training to make music go digital

“In today’s world, more than ever before, solid training, careful practice and creative thinking will give you the edge in a competitive audio industry,” Mr Quinn said.

“These qualities are the hallmarks of the Brisbane college and also the reasons why so many of our students are now working in the industry.”

SAE will be offering intakes for the audio courses awarding Certificate III in Music Industry (Technical Production/ Electronic Music Production) and Diplomas in Music Industry (Technical Production) throughout the year.

The Electronic Music Production course caters for people who would like to create their own music, experiment with electronic sound synthesis or those who wanted to work more efficiently with their equipment.

The path to the Diploma in Music Industry is also available to the students completing the Electronic Music Production course.

Mr Quinn said SAE had recently updated many of its facilities, including its recording studios.

He said further upgrades were aimed at turning the campus into a $450,000 state-of-the-art audio educational facility.

SAE students have gone on to a range of careers, including working in radio, television, theatre, film, hire companies, studios and advertising.

Talk to SAE representatives at stand 70.